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RENAFEM+EMS+RF
Three therapies in a single treatment.

BUILD MUSCLE 

SCULPT YOUR BODY

SKIN TIGHTENING



What is Renasculpt FE60
Renasculpt FE60 builds off the legacy of its predecessor, Emsculpt, 
by simultaneously emitting both Radio Frequency and High-
Intensity Electromagnetic Energies.  

The end result is more fat reduction and muscle growth than any 
single gold standard procedure, for less time and less money.  

The  
Renasculpt   
System  
Highlights

Why is FE60 the ONE in body shaping?

FE60  is the specially and only non-invasive 
body shaping procedure that combines 2 
energies for simultaneous fat elimination 
and muscle building in a 30-minute session.

What areas can be treated with Renasculpt?

FE60 can be applied over the abdomen, 
buttocks, thighs, arms & calves.

What does FE60 therapy feel like?

You can feel intense muscle contractions 
together with a heating sensation in the 
treated area which is comparable to hot 
stone massage.

How does FE60 compare to liposuction and 
non-invasive device alternatives?

FE60 does not compare to liposuction.As FE60 is a 
completely non-invasive treatment. It does not 
requ i re  surgery ,  need les ,  anes  thes ,  or  any 
downtime.Organically combines HIFEM and RF to 
provide three therapeutic effects：muscle building ，
fat reduction and skin t ightening during one 
treatment.



RF+EMS

RENAFEM

It induce short bursts of powerful muscle contractions that lead to 
increased muscle density, decreased volume, better definition, and 
improved tone. Also the energy will eliminates the fat cells, so not only for 
muscle building, but also for fat reduction. Clinical research shows that 
after a course treatment, it can increase 16% muscle and get 19% fat 
reduction.

High-Intensity Focused Electro-Magnetic Technology

EMS is a type of electrotherapy stimulates a muscle contraction using 
electrical impulses, this stimulation creates muscle contractions that can be 
quick and frequent, fast with long pauses, so get good results on muscle 
building as well.

Electro Muscle Stimulation

RF is a nonsurgical method of tightening your skin. The procedure involves 
using energy waves to heat the deep layer of your skin known as your 
dermis. This heat stimulates the production of collagen so that get skin 
firming and tightening results.

Radio Frequency



Synergetic  
Technologies.  
Superior Results.

Renasculpt is the most concentrated, the most targeted 
and the most effective device for body forming on the 
market. It uses a magnetic field that propagates through 
clothes and skin inside your body. It works by triggering 
motor neurons and exciting muscle contractions. It gives 
you the feeling of a high-intensity workout.

CLINICALLY  
PROVEN

Renasculpt energy contracts the muscle fibers in the area at intensities 
that are not achievable during autonomic workout. Extreme stress forces 
the muscle to adapt, resulting in an increase in the number and growth 
of muscle fibers and cells. Clinical studies showed on average a 25% 
muscle volume increase.

+25%
More Muscles

Due to the radiofrequency heating, the muscle temperature quickly 
raises by several degrees. This prepares muscles for exposure to stress, 
similar to what a warm up activity does before any workout. In less than 
4 minutes, the temperature in subcutaneous fat reaches levels that 
cause apoptosis, i.e. fat cells are permanently damaged and slowly 
removed from the body. Clinical studies showed on average a 30% 
reduction in subcutaneous fat.

-30%
Less Fat

Before After Before After



Workout Smarter Not Harder

Non-essential fat provides greater resistance to athletic motion thereby 
forcing one to increase the muscle force of contractions per given 
workout. This takes time, energy and a lot of patience, until one 

discovers Renasculpt.

Renasculpt treatment does not require any pre-treatment 
preparations. You can follow your regular lifestyle right after the 
treatment.

1- The active regeneration of collagen in pelvic floor tissues, 
strengthens pelvic floor muscles, and lifts buttocks
2-Improve privacy issues, such as urinary incontinence, 
penetration, privacy issues
3- Achieve vagina tightening.

Small Handle×2

You begin to feel tangible results right after the treatment. 
Positive results are usually reported two to four weeks after the 
last session and continue to improve for several weeks following 
the treatments.

Big Handle×2

Pelvic Chair Cushion



* 3 technologies in 1 — HIFEM+EMS+RF.

* Fashion and exquisite appearance designed by famous Chinese designers, the shell materials are 

made of first-class ABS. The machine only occupies small area and space with compact structure. 

* Dual effects — achieving muscle building and fat reducing at the same time.

* 5 handles optional — for independent and synchronized work on different body parts.

* Newly-added cushion — easily reducing fat on buttocks while sitting.

* 10-inch touch screen — simple to use with clear guidance of intellectualized design.

* Time & effort saving — lying / sitting down for 30min = 3000 muscle contractions = 3000 belly 

rolls / squats.

* Remarkable results — a course of treatment can effectively increase muscle by 25% and reduce 

fat by 30% at the same time.

* Safe & comfortable — non-invasive treatment with no radiation, pain or side effects.

Platform
Benefits


